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ABSTRACT
The topology of the coronal magnetic field produces a strong impact on the properties of
the solar corona and presumably on the origin of the slow solar wind. To advance our under-
standing of this impact, we revisit the concept of the so-called slip-back mapping (Titov et al.
2009) and adapt it to determine open, closed, and disconnected flux systems that are formed
in the solar corona by magnetic reconnection during a given time interval. In particular, the
method we developed allows us to describe the magnetic flux transfer between open and
closed flux regions via so-called interchange reconnection with unprecedented level of de-
tails. We illustrate the application of this method to the analysis of a global MHD evolution
of the solar corona that is driven by idealized differential rotation of the photospheric plasma.
Keywords: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — Sun: corona — Sun: magnetic fields — solar
wind
1. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) numerical models, particular magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations, play
an increasingly prominent role in attempts to interpret observations of solar and heliospheric phenomena,
and to achieve deeper insights into the fundamental processes that drive them. The role of topological
changes in the magnetic field, particularly magnetic reconnection, is often of central interest. A specific
example is the origin of the slow solar wind. One group of theories (e.g., Cranmer et al. 2007; Wang et al.
2012) assumes that the slow wind primarily arises quasi-statically from regions of large expansion factor
near the boundaries of coronal holes, while a contrasting set of theories argue that the slow solar wind
is dynamic in origin and involves the reconnection and exchange of open and closed fields (Fisk et al.
1998; Schwadron et al. 1999; Antiochos et al. 2011). While a dynamic component to the slow solar wind
is clearly apparent in white light coronagraph (Wang et al. 2000) and heliospheric images (Rouillard et al.
2010a,b), the question of whether topological changes to the field play a significant role in creating the
slow wind, or only a minor one, is controversial. The S-web model, which was introduced in a series
of three papers (Antiochos et al. 2011; Linker et al. 2011; Titov et al. 2011) and continues to be investi-
gated (Pontin & Wyper 2015; Higginson & Lynch 2018), identifies a set of separatrix surfaces and quasi-
separatrix layers (QSLs) in the vicinity of the streamer belt. These structures provide a generally favorable
condition for magnetic reconnection to occur, and are hypothesized to serve as a source of the slow solar
wind. Time-dependent MHD simulations can play an important role in assessing the importance of this
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process, but only if we can identify and quantify the reconnection in realistic 3D models of the dynamic
solar corona. The complexity of the 3D data that arises from these calculations makes this a seemingly
daunting task.
Fortunately, a general method for describing magnetic reconnection in terms of the variation of the field
line connectivity has been already proposed (Titov et al. 2009). This method utilizes the calculation of
the so-called slip-back and slip-forth mappings in evolving magnetic configurations in order to detect dif-
ferences between the actual field-line topology and that caused by an ideal evolution within a given time
interval. The primary purpose of this paper is to show that a suitable adaptation of this method to global
coronal configurations can provide a wealth of information on how magnetic reconnection develops un-
der coronal conditions. In particular, the method can quantitatively identify the regions in the modeled
solar wind that underwent interchange reconnection (e.g., Crooker et al. 2002), the process believed to be
essential for producing the dynamical slow solar wind.
To develop our new method, we have specialized the concept of slip-back mapping to track the opening,
closing, and disconnecting of coronal field lines in evolving magnetic configurations. As an illustration of
the method, we apply it to the MHD simulation of an evolving solar corona (Lionello et al. 2005) driven by
differential rotation of the Sun with a photospheric magnetic field distribution similar to that of Wang et al.
(1996), which is a superposition of bipolar and background dipole fields. This simulation revealed changes
in the magnetic topology and examples of interchange reconnection in the modeled solar corona, which we
use here as a benchmark for testing our new method.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the slip-back mapping technique. Then
in Section 3 we present an application of the technique to the analysis of the simulation of Lionello et al.
(2005). We conclude by discussing the relevance of our results.
2. SLIP-BACK MAPPING REVISITED
The slip-back mapping is constructed to identify reconnected magnetic flux systems in evolving magnetic
configurations. In particular, it can be used to track magnetic fluxes in the course of interchange reconnec-
tion between open and closed magnetic field lines, which may simultaneously be occurring at multiple sites
in the solar corona. This process was invoked to explain the properties of the slow solar wind (Fisk et al.
1998; Fisk 2003; Fisk & Zhao 2009).
2.1. The Concept and Basic Properties of Slip-Back Mapping
To elucidate this concept, we will use a spherical system of coordinates (r,θ,φ)with a time-dependent 3D
magnetic field B(r,θ,φ, t), which can result from an MHD simulation, an analytical model, or some other
form of modeling that provides a magnetic field evolution together with the corresponding plasma flows.
Let B be defined in the domain between two spheres of radius r = R0 and r = R1 with R0 < R1. In our
simulations of the solar corona, R0 corresponds to the photosphere and equals the radius R⊙ of the Sun, and
R1 is typically of the order of 20R⊙.
One way to track evolving magnetic field lines is to use the surface velocity vFP of the footpoints as if
they were frozen-in and advected with the moving plasma elements. This velocity field can be expressed in
terms of the full velocity v of the plasma and the magnetic field B at the boundary as
vFP =
(
v−
vr
Br
B
)∣∣∣∣
r=R∗
, (1)
where R∗ equals either R0 or R1, depending on which spherical boundary is considered. We exploit here
the fact that the subtraction of a component parallel to B from v cannot affect the “frozenness" of plasma
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elements with the field lines they are threaded by. The coefficient in front of B is chosen so as to eliminate
the radial velocity component, i.e., the component orthogonal to our spherical boundaries.
It should be noted first that the introduced vFP does not coincide with the tangential component of v, unless
B is strictly radial at the boundary. Secondly, if the magnetic flux emerges or submerges at the boundary, so
that vr 6= 0 at the polarity inversion line (PIL), the velocity vFP provided by Equation (1) becomes singular
at the PIL, where Br vanishes by definition. This singularity can be envisioned also from the local geometry
of magnetic field lines near the PIL. In general, they are locally of a parabolic shape, so that their footpoints
have to diverge from or converge to the PIL with an infinite speed at the instant when the field lines just touch
the boundary. The latter does not contradict physics, since vFP is only an apparent velocity. It is not difficult
to show that the singularity of vFP at the PIL is integrable, meaning that the corresponding Lagrangian
displacement
∫
vFP(θ(t),φ(t), t)dt is well defined near the PIL within a certain time interval. Incorporating
this fact into the numerical algorithm for calculating the footpoint displacements, one could, in principle,
completely prevent division by zero at the PIL. However, we find that the same result is technically easier
to achieve by simply approximating Equation (1) as
vFP ≈
(
v−
vr (Br B+ ε
2rˆ)
B2r + ε
2
)∣∣∣∣
r=R∗
, (2)
where ε is a nonvanishing small parameter. This expression defines a strictly tangential velocity field, which
is regular at the PIL, and which turns into Equation (1) in the limit of vanishing ε. For a sufficiently small
ε, Equation (2) provides an acceptable approximation of vFP outside a narrow stripe along the PIL, whose
width is controlled by ε. We will use it for setting the footpoint velocities vfp0(θ,φ, t) and vfp1(θ,φ, t) at our
spherical boundaries with radius R0 or R1, respectively.
At each boundary sphere, we define a Nθ×Nφ footpoint mesh, θ j,φk; j = 1,Nθ;k = 1,Nφ, which may be
nonuniform and not necessarily the same for both spheres. We create on these meshes for the current time
t1 color-coded maps that classify the corresponding footpoints of the field lines by the type of reconnection
they undergo within a given time interval [t0, t1], where t0 is the initial time of the field evolution. To identify
the type of reconnection in this evolution, we map each mesh point P by following one of the two schemes
shown in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1 for the simplest case of a closed-field region that does not contain
footpoints approaching or emerging at the PIL during the time period under consideration. The scheme
shown in panel (a) implies taking the following five steps:
1. Using B(r,θ,φ, t1), one traces the field line (cerulean in Figure 1(a)) from a given mesh point P,
which maps P to its counterpart or conjugate footpoint and thereby defines the corresponding field-
line mapping Πt1 .
2. The obtained conjugate footpoint, Πt1(P), is then advected along the boundary backward in time to
the initial instant t0 via the footpoint velocity field defined by Equation (2) but taken with a minus.
The mapping resulting from this advection is denoted as F−t in Figure 1(a).
3. Then, using B(r,θ,φ, t0), one launches the field line from point F−t ◦Πt1(P), which maps the latter
to the corresponding conjugate footpoint Πt0 ◦F−t ◦Πt1(P). This field line is colored in sky blue in
Figure 1(a) and the corresponding field-line mapping is denoted as Πt0 .
4. The newly obtained conjugate footpoint, Πt0 ◦F−t ◦Πt1(P), is then advected along the boundary for-
ward in time from t0 to t1 with the same footpoint velocity as before. Thus, one obtains a point
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Figure 1. A pointwise definition of the extended slip-back mapping (a) and its dual analog (b) in a closed-field region;
the slip-back mapping itself is composed of four distinct mappings that connect a given point P to its image point
P˜, both referred to a current time t1. In case (a), the connectivity change due to this composite mapping becomes
fully determined by the field line (dashed line) traced from the image point P˜. Altogether, this is accomplished in the
following five steps: 1) At t = t1, trace the field line from a given footpoint P at the boundary; 2) Advect its conjugate
footpoint backward in time from t1 to t0; 3) At time t0, trace the field line from the advected point; 4) Advect its
conjugate footpoint along the boundary forward in time from t0 to t1 to reach a point P˜, which defines the result of
the slip-back mapping; 5) Reveal its connectivity significance by tracing the field line from P˜ at t = t1. Both footpoint
advections are made here through the ideal MHD footpoint velocity field vFP (see Eq. 1). In the second scheme (b),
the slip-back mapping starts with the advection backward in time applied to a given point P, which appears in the
scheme (a) as a conjugate footpoint of the first field line at t = t1 (dashed line in panel (b)). The remaining three steps
of this mapping are the same as in the five-step mapping (a), so that P˜ coincides now with the point that appears in the
scheme (a) as a conjugate footpoint of the second field line at t = t1 (dashed blue line in panel (a)).
P˜ = Ft ◦Πt0 ◦F−t ◦Πt1(P) that is the image of the mesh point P due to the slip-back mapping as
originally defined by Titov et al. (2009).
5. To analyze reconnection in such a simple case as this, the four-step composition of mappings we
described would already be sufficient. However, one step more is required to make possible the
analysis of more general configurations containing not only closed but also open and disconnected
field lines. Namely, by using B(r,θ,φ, t1) one has to launch a field line from P˜ to some Πt1(P˜) to fully
identify the significance of the connectivity change in the composed four-step mapping, which will
become clearer later on. The corresponding field line is shown dashed blue in Figure 1(a); it defines
the fifth mapping in the resulting composition.
Thus the first four steps pointwise define here the original slip-back mapping of Titov et al. (2009)
S−t = Ft ◦Πt0 ◦F−t ◦Πt1 , (3)
while composing it further with Πt1, one defines a composite mapping
Π˜t1 = Πt1 ◦S−t , (4)
which we henceforth call the extended slip-back mapping or briefly the five-step mapping.
Figure 1(b) illustrates a pointwise definition of another mapping, which we call dual slip-back mapping,
defined as
S∗−t = Πt1 ◦Ft ◦Πt0 ◦F−t , (5)
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where the advection backward in time is applied to the mesh point P itself rather than to its image Πt1(P),
as it takes place in the S−t mapping.
The remaining three steps in this dual mapping S∗−t are the same as in the five-step mapping presented in
Figure 1(a) and defined by Equations (3) and (4).
The connectivity change due to the S∗−t mapping, involving generally closed, open, and disconnected field
lines, becomes fully determined after verifying the connectivity of the field line (dashed cerulean line in
panel (b)) launched from point P rather than P˜.
In ideal MHD, as a consequence of the frozen-in law condition, every point P must coincide with its
image P˜, irrespective of which of the two mappings, S−t or S
∗
−t , has been applied. In other words, the
corresponding extended slip-back mapping and the field-line mapping at the time t1 must coincide with
each other,
Π˜t1≡Πt1 , (6)
while S−t and S
∗
−t must be both the identity mapping,
S−t = S
∗
−t ≡ Id . (7)
However, for a real plasma with a nonzero resistivity, these relations may hold only approximately or even
completely break down in certain regions of the magnetic configuration. Then the incurred deviations of
Π˜t1 from Πt1 , or deviations of S−t and S
∗
−t from the identity mapping Id, can be used to identify and even to
quantify the ongoing reconnection processes in those regions.
Indeed, the definition of the five-step mapping Π˜t1 implies that every mesh point P is associated with a
sequence of three field lines that represents a change of their connectivity during a given time interval as a
result of resistive slippage of Lagrangian plasma elements. In general, these field lines may appear in the
sequence as closed (C), open (O), or even disconnected (D), depending on the boundary to which P belongs
and the type of underlying magnetic reconnection or diffusion process. The same conclusion equally refers
to the five-step mapping based on the dual slip-back mapping S∗−t (Figure 1(b)). As will become clear below,
this mapping allows us to identify the counterparts of the footprints of reconnected flux tubes determined
by Π˜t1 . We will see in Section 3 that such a complementarity between the mappings is important, especially
in the cases when the calculation of one of these mappings is problematic.
2.2. Classification of Connectivity Changes
Consider how one classifies the connectivity changes in more details under the simplifying assumption
that the footpoints advected by the F−t and Ft flows do not approach or start at the PIL during the time
interval of interest. Simple combinatorics shows that the connectivity of magnetic field lines at a given
boundary can be changed in this case only in eight different ways, which are uniquely identified by three-
letter code words composed of the above O, C, and D. The first and third letters in the code words represent
the types of the field lines with the footpoints at P and P˜, respectively, at time t1. The second letter represents
the type of the field line at time t0. Therefore, the code word is to be read from left to right in the same order
as the field lines consecutively appear in the five-step mapping.
To visualize these changes of the connectivity, we associate every mesh point P at the boundary with
the corresponding code word and a certain color. Figure 2 provides the full classification of the changes
for both boundaries by illustrating each class with a diagram similar to the one shown in Figure 1. The
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background of these diagrams is depicted in the associated color of two different sets, which we call sharp
and interchange palettes.
The sharp palette is designed to facilitate discrimination between neighboring mesh points of different
classes. Using this palette, we obtain for the lower boundary r = R0 the following classification: CCC,
CCO, COD, COO, ODD, ODO, OOC, and OOO (first column in Figure 2). Analogous classification for
the upper boundary r = R1 yields DDD, DDO, DOC, DOO, OCC, OCO, OOD, and OOO (third column
in Figure 2), where a similar sharp palette is applied. The colors are distributed over the classes so as to
indicate the complementarity of the corresponding changes of the field-line connectivity to the boundaries,
which facilitates the interpretation of the resulting maps.
In this respect, we found also helpful to use an alternative color code based on a so-called interchange
palette. As the name hints, this palette is designed to emphasize the connectivity changes caused by inter-
change reconnection. The second column in Figure 2 presents the corresponding lower-boundary classifica-
tion, whose code words are colored as follows: CCC, CCO, COD, COO, ODD, ODO, OOC, and OOO.
The interchange palette for the upper boundary provides DDD, DDO, DOC, DOO, OCC, OCO, OOD,
and OOO (fourth column in Figure 2).
The red hue colors in these palettes designate the connectivity changes produced exclusively by inter-
change reconnection, which develops between either open and closed field lines or open and disconnected
field lines. However, it should be noted that such field lines are only conditionally open or disconnected,
because the topological classification of the field lines at the helmet-streamer core may change depending
on how far from the Sun one sets the upper boundary.
With this reservation, the connectivity changes in our classification are definitely topological if their code
words contain at least two different letters. Moreover, almost all of these topological changes are caused
by magnetic reconnection. The exception is the OCO class of changes, which are produced mainly by
the solar-wind advection of originally closed field lines through the upper boundary. Needless to say, the
opening of closed field lines at the core of the helmet streamer is only conditional in this process, since field
lines that are identified as open in one coronal model can still be closed in another model with identical
parameters but larger radius R1.
In contrast, the opening becomes truly topological when a closed field line in the helmet streamer ap-
proaches a magnetic null point and reconnects there with a disconnected field line by producing two open
field lines. That having been specified, we will no longer return to the discussion on which connectivity
changes are conditionally or truly topological. The topological changes of the described type belong to the
ODO class and are revealed by the slip-back maps at the lower boundary.
In general, the reconnection of this kind is more likely to occur along separator field lines that lie at the
intersection of separatrix surfaces that delimit O, C or D flux regions. If the radius of the upper boundary
R1 is set to be large enough, these surfaces are fan separatrix surfaces of the null points that likely spread
all over the edge of the disconnected flux regions in the helmet streamer. At smaller values of R1, some of
the fans turn into so-called “bald-patch” separatrix surfaces, which consist of the field lines touching the
upper boundary (Titov et al. 2017). In this case, the intersection of the separatrix surfaces also provides a
separator field line along which the reconnection involving the O, C, and D types of field lines can take
place (see Section 3).
KnowingOCO areas at the upper boundary and ODO areas at the lower boundary, one can easily estimate
the magnetic flux that becomes open for a given time interval [t0, t1] purely due to the solar-wind advection.
This flux is simply given by the difference between the fluxes calculated for the OCO and ODO areas.
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Figure 2. All possible changes of the field-line connectivity that can occur within a given time period for a point
P at the lower and upper radial boundaries during a resistive evolution of the plasma-magnetic configuration. The
letters and bits (0 for C or D, and 1 for O) represent the type of the field lines associated with P in the extended
slip-back mapping, as depicted in Figure 1(a) and explained in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The corresponding areas of the
connectivity changes are depicted on the slip-back maps by using either sharp or interchange palettes, different for
each of the boundaries; the palettes are shown here via background colors of the plates representing the cases. The
gray-shaded code words designate the cases that can appear at the counterpart boundaries in the maps based on the
dual slip-back mapping (Figure 1(b)), which generally raises the number of possible cases at each boundary from
eight to eleven.
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For CCC and OOO areas, no connectivity changes can be inferred without a more sophisticated analysis.
In the case of CCC, both footpoints of a presently closed field line appear to be associated with previously
closed field lines. Depending on the length of the time interval, t1− t0, it is possible in principle that
two mutually canceling topological changes might have happened (e.g., opening up first and then closing
down of the field line). The “trivial” CCC region might also contain a null point or QSL that is passed
through by some plasma elements connected via a field line at t = t1 to P and thereby participated in a
reconnection of closed field lines. Analogously in case OOO, no changes of the connectivity type occur
in the corresponding slip-back mapping. If point P in the OOO or CCC area is separated from its image
P˜ by a distance that varies smoothly as a function of P, it is likely evidence of magnetic diffusion rather
than reconnection (see Section 3). Conversely, a jump in the distribution of the distances would imply
a reconnection in the corresponding location. Thus, the analysis of the slippage distances or even more
elaborate measures such as slip-squashing factors would allow one to identify reconnection sites in the
OOO and CCC cases (Titov et al. 2009). However, such in-depth analysis is beyond the scope of the
present study that, which a less refined approach for detecting reconnection based on the identification of
local changes of the connectivity type in the evolution of magnetic configuration.
In contrast with the above-considered case ODO, which describes the opening of closed field lines, case
COD represents the closing down of open field lines. One of such open field lines is shown at time t0
in Figure 2 as a sky blue line. Apparently, it has a counterpart open field line at this time with which it
reconnects later at some t ≤ t1. The result of the reconnection is one closed and one disconnected field line
shown in Figure 2 at time t1: the closed (cerulean) and disconnected (dashed blue) field lines are rooted at
points P and P˜, respectively.
Cases CCO, COO, OOC, and ODD represent various types of interchange reconnection. For example,
case CCO includes at time t1 one closed (cerulean) and one open (dashed blue) field line. At time t0, they
originate from a closed field line (sky blue) whose one footpoint later appears to be a footpoint of the closed
field line while the other footpoint becomes the lower-boundary footpoint of the open field line. From this
we deduce that interchange reconnection has likely occurred during the time interval [t0, t1] between the
(sky-blue) closed field line and some open field line (not shown in the CCO diagram in Figure 2).
Similarly to case CCO, case COO includes at time t1 one closed (cerulean) and one open (dashed blue)
field line. However, at time t0, they originate from an open (sky blue) rather than a closed field line. Its
lower-boundary footpoint later appears to be a footpoint of the closed field line while its upper-boundary
footpoint becomes a footpoint of the the open field line. Thus, interchange reconnection has likely occurred
during the time interval [t0, t1] between the (sky-blue) open field line and some closed field line (not shown
in the COO diagram in Figure 2).
Cases OOC and COO are very similar: they both include at time t1 open and closed field lines, which
originate at time t0 from an open field line (sky-blue). One case is obtained from the other just by reversing
the order in which the field lines appear in the corresponding slip-back mapping. In both cases we have the
same change of connectivity, which implies that the interchange reconnection has likely occurred during the
time interval [t0, t1] between the open field line and some closed field line (not shown on the OOC diagram
in Figure 2).
Case ODD includes at time t1 open and disconnected field lines, whose one of the two footpoints are P
and P˜, respectively. At time t0, these field lines originate from a disconnected field line (sky blue) whose one
footpoint later appears to be the upper-boundary footpoint of the open field line, while the other footpoint
becomes a footpoint of the disconnected field line. Thus, interchange reconnection has likely occurred
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during the time interval [t0, t1] between the (sky-blue) disconnected field line and some open field line (not
shown in the ODD diagram in Figure 2).
This completes the classification of the connectivity changes that evolvingmagnetic configurations experi-
ence sufficiently far from the PIL at the lower boundary. Simple substitution of C for D in this classification
provides a similar classification of the connectivity changes for the upper boundary (see the two rightmost
columns in Figure 2).
As already discussed for the CCC and OOO cases, one has to remember that all classified connectiv-
ity changes are, by definition, only effective. For their simplest interpretation, we can employ a single-
reconnection scenario. However, by using just slip-back maps we may not generally exclude that multiple
reconnection events occurred during a given time interval with effectively the same result of a single event.
To resolve this uncertainty, one needs to apply extra field-line mapping techniques as mentioned above.
2.3. Generalization of the Slip Mapping Technique
The described technique of tracking field lines by means of the footpoint velocity vFP that is defined
and approximated by Equations (1) and (2), respectively, has one restriction: it allows us to identify the
connectivity changes at the boundary surfaces only in the regions sufficiently far from the PILs. In spite of
this restriction, the technique still happens to be very useful to understand idealized MHD evolutions whose
driving velocity at the lower boundary has only a tangential component (Section 3).
However, to track field lines in more realistic evolutions with emerging or submerging magnetic fluxes at
all boundaries, this technique must be generalized. This may be done by modifying vFP and extending it to
the volume to obtain what we call the tracking-field-line velocity field,
vTFL = v−
vrBr B
B2r + ε
2
. (8)
We propose to use vTFL to track Lagrangian particles backward and forward in time, which will provide us
with the required tracking of the field lines in the slip-back mapping.
Indeed, the subtraction of any field-aligned component from the full velocity does not violate the frozen-
in law condition. In the flows F−t and Ft calculated with such a velocity, the Lagrangian particles would
continually slide from one plasma element to another by remaining nevertheless on the same field line in an
ideal MHD evolution. The particular choice of the field-aligned component in Equation (8) ensures that the
tangential component of vTFL coincides at each boundary with our approximate vFP given by Equation (2).
The radial component of vTFL is
rˆ ·vTFL =
vr ε
2
B2r + ε
2
, (9)
which decreases at Br ≫ ε quadratically with ε and has maximum value vr at vanishing Br. Thus, choosing
vTFL for Lagrangian particles that were originally located at the mesh points of the boundaries, one can keep
them close to the boundaries everywhere except for a narrow layer around the surface Br = 0 controlled by
a small value of ε. By also using these particles as launch points to trace field lines at the instances t0 and
t1, one will reveal the corresponding field-line connectivity to the boundaries at these instances and hence
its changes in our slip-back mapping.
The same velocity field vTFL can be used without a modification to track field lines in the slip-forth
mapping, which was constructed to identify at t = t0 the flux tubes that are going to reconnect during a
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given time interval [t0, t1] (Titov et al. 2009). The respective classification of the connectivity changes can
be obtained from that shown in Figure 2 by simply swapping the flows F−t and Ft as well as the instances t0
and t1 in the corresponding diagrams.
The implementation of these generalized slip mappings based on the use of vTFL will be described in a
future paper. Here we assess in the potential of this technique by using its simpler version in which field
lines are tracked through their footpoints.
3. AN APPLICATION OF SLIP-BACK MAPPING
We apply the slip-backmapping to an idealized simulation of differential rotation, following Lionello et al.
(2005) and Wang et al. (1996). Lionello et al. (2005) performed a 3D MHD simulation of differential rota-
tion on a 101×101×181 (r,θ,φ) mesh using the polytropic model. This simulation was made in order to
understand how the reconnection that occurs at the boundaries of coronal holes allows them to keep their
almost rigid rotation, as proposed by Wang & Sheeley (2004). The differential rotation profile is similar to
that used in Wang et al. (1996), but the differential rotation part is sped up by a factor of ten to reduce the
computation time:
ω(θ) = 13.39−2.77cos2θdegday−1, (10)
i.e., the multiplier 2.77 is increased to 27.7.
Figure 3 shows the radial magnetic field, the coronal hole map, and the squashing factor (Titov 2007) at
the solar surface for two different times during the simulation, 550 code units (corresponding to 2.50 solar
rotations) and 600 c.u. (corresponding to 2.80). The bipolar Br distribution is progressively elongated from
the original circular shapes. The coronal hole map suffers deformation to a lesser extent (Wang & Sheeley
2004). The squashing factor maps reveal the footpoints of field lines associated with separatrices and quasi-
separatrices, which are generally favorable sites for the development of magnetic reconnection (Titov 2007).
They also include the boundaries between open and closed field regions. For the time interval shown in
Figure 3, we calculate the slip-back maps at the boundaries at r= R0 ≡ R⊙ and r= R1 ≡ 19 R⊙. The results
we obtained are presented by using sharp and interchange palettes (see Figures 4 and 5, respectively). These
maps are produced on the mesh whose points are uniformly distributed over spherical boundaries with an
angular separation of 0.25◦, both in latitude and in longitude.
To produce the upper-boundary maps, we applied only the extended slip-back mapping and not its dual
analog. Using the latter would imply tracking field lines via advection of their footpoints backward in time,
which means the closing down of field lines all over the PIL (except for disconnected field regions where
an opposite process likely takes place). The field-line tracking then becomes impossible after converging
footpoints reach the PIL. Therefore, our upper-boundary maps do not contain regions of the OOC type.
Fortunately, the prominent connectivity changes of the OCC and OCO types are well recovered at the
upper boundary, because the backward-in-time advection of the footpoints occurs in these cases at the
lower boundary, where the footpoint flow is well defined during the entire time interval [t0, t1].
The regions of interchange reconnection (CCO, COO, ODD, OCC, and OOD) represent together less
than 2% of the total area (although no ODD points are found to be present) and are concentrated at the
boundaries between the persistently open (OOO, 54% of the total area) and persistently closed field regions
(CCC, 42%). The COD regions (closing down of two open field lines) and OCO (opening up of closed
field lines mainly via solar-wind advection) account for only 0.01% of the area.
The color palettes used for the upper-boundary maps are logically complementary to those used for the
lower-boundary map. In fact, DDO and OCC at r = 19 R⊙ respectively correspond to ODD and CCO at
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Figure 3. Top: the magnetic field at the solar surface (red positive, blue negative) at t = 550 and t = 600 code units
(corresponding to 2.5 and 2.8 solar rotations) during the simulation of Lionello et al. (2005). Middle: coronal hole
maps (red: open positive field; blue: open negative field; gray: closed field). Bottom: maps of s-logQ, which is the
so-called signed logarithm of the squashing factor Q; its sign coincides with the sign of the local Br.
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Figure 4. Slip-back maps for the simulation of Lionello et al. (2005) calculated between 550 c.u. (2.50 solar rotations)
and 600 c.u. (2.80 solar rotations) at the upper (a) and lower (b) boundaries. Both maps use the sharp palettes that
clearly discriminate various cases of the connectivity changes shown in Figure 2. The connectivity changes whose
code words are shaded in gray may appear at the counterpart boundary when the dual slip-back mapping is applied.
The color palettes of the maps are logically complementary to each other; darker hues are used for the OOD, OCO,
OCC, and DDO regions to distinguish them from the OOC, ODO, CCO and ODD regions when the region and its
counterpart are both present on the same map. The green lines at both boundaries show PILs, the white lines at the
lower boundary depict the coronal hole boundaries.
r = R⊙. Unsurprisingly, 98% of the area at the upper surface is classified OOO (i.e., lines are and were
open). OCC, OCO, DOC, OOD, and DOO regions account respectively for 1.7, 0.4, 0.1, 0.006, and
0.003% of the total. There are neither DDD (permanently disconnected field lines) nor DDO (logically
equivalent to the ODD at R⊙) areas on the computed maps.
By calculating magnetic fluxes in different areas of these maps, one can quantify the magnetic flux transfer
in our evolving configuration due to various reconnection processes. Table 1 presents for both boundaries
all the fluxes of opposite polarities whose calculation does not involve the use of the backward-in-time
advection of the footpoints at the upper boundary. The comparison of the computed flux values indicates that
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Figure 5. Slip-back maps for the simulation of Lionello et al. (2005) calculated between 550 c.u. (2.50 solar rotations)
and 600 c.u. (2.80 solar rotations); the interchange palettes are used (Figure 2), which group together regions of
interchange reconnection (OOD, OCC, DOO, DDO, OOC, ODD, COO, and CCO) with various red hues. The
connectivity changes whose code words are shaded in gray may appear at the counterpart boundary when the dual
slip-back mapping is applied. The green lines at both boundaries show PILs; the white lines at the lower boundary
depict the coronal hole boundaries.
the interchange reconnection with the CCO, COO, and OCC types of connectivity changes is a dominating
process in the magnetic field evolution under study. The corresponding fluxes are computed for the used
mesh correctly up to two significant digits. Naturally, the accuracy decreases in the cases with smaller
values of the fluxes, but it still provides consistent results.
To verify whether the CCC and OOO regions on our maps are really free of multiple reconnection events,
the distribution of footpoint slippages, which are the angular distances between pairs of points P and P˜, are
also computed at time t1 at both upper and lower boundaries (see panels (a) and (b), respectively, in Figure
6). The obtained distributions have no apparent discontinuities, except for a minor streak extending from
122◦ to 145◦ in longitude along the boundary of the southern coronal hole. Thus, there was no reconnection
almost anywhere in the CCC and OOO regions during the time interval under study. A noticeable but
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Figure 6. Footpoint-slippage angular distance in the OOO regions at the upper boundary (a) and in the CCC–OOO
regions at the lower boundary (b). The light-grey-shaded area corresponds to the closed field regions; the cyan lines
at the lower boundary show the coronal hole boundaries, the PILs are colored at both boundaries in green.
smoothly distributed slippage is still present in these regions, which is likely an indication of a significant
numerical diffusion caused by the use of a relatively low spatial resolution in our simulation.
Let us consider now an example of the field-line structure of the lateral boundary for one of the recon-
nected flux tubes determined by our method. As such, we take the open flux tube whose upper-boundary
footprint is a tongue-like OCC area attached to one of the two bulges of the PIL (see Figure 4(a)). Its closed
lateral boundary is a union of two different magnetic surfaces shown in Figure 7. One of these surfaces
consists of the field lines that thread, among others, those plasma elements which passed at time t0 through
the corresponding reconnection site. The second surface comprises the field lines that thread, among others,
those plasma elements which are currently passing the reconnection site. The former and latter magnetic
surfaces are called, respectively, the past and present reconnection fronts (RFs, Titov et al. 2009).
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Table 1. Magnetic Flux Transfer
Magnetic Flux (Mx)
Boundary Case Negative Positive
OOD −0.41×1018 1.00×1018
OCO −3.47×1019 3.51×1019
r = 19R⊙ OCC −2.35×10
20 1.72×1020
DOO −1.51×1016 4.08×1016
DOC −1.12×1018 1.12×1018
COO −2.27×1020 2.65×1020
r = R⊙ COD −0.50×10
19 2.45×1019
CCO −2.37×1020 1.79×1020
OOD −0.29×1018 1.53×1018
OCO −3.40×1019 3.50×1019
r = R⊙ OCC −2.34×10
20 1.73×1020
COO −2.69×1020 2.25×1020
COD −2.48×1019 0.56×1019
CCO −1.73×1020 2.32×1020
NOTE—The extended slip-back mapping (see Figure
1(a) and Equations (3) and (4)) was used to calculate
the fluxes at both upper and lower boundaries (top
and middle parts of the table), while its dual analog
(see Figure 1(b) and Equation (5)) was used to cal-
culate the fluxes only at the lower boundary (bottom
part of the table).
Our past RF is a simple surface formed by open field lines (pink tubes in Figure 7), which become
noticeably curved near the heliospheric current sheet. From comparison of the s-logQ and slip-back maps
(see Figures 3(e)–(h) and 4), one can see that this past RF envelops a so-called open hyperbolic flux tube
(HFT; Titov 2007), which is a combination of two self-intersecting QSLs. Here our HFT is apparently a
sort of tunnel through which a newly reconnected magnetic flux fills the surrounding space in the corona.
Our present RF has a more complex structure, which is actually a part of two intersecting separatrix
surfaces that belong to the boundary of the southern coronal hole and that is actively involved in the recon-
nection process at time t1. One of these separatrix surfaces is woven with closed and disconnected field lines
(yellow and gray tubes, respectively, in Figure 7), while the other separatrix surface consists of only open
field lines (cyan tubes). Due to a strong current density in the heliospheric current sheet that encloses these
two surfaces, the latter intersect by nearly osculating each other along a so-called generalized separator field
line (red tube in Figure 7; see also Titov et al. 2017). This separator is likely the site where interchange re-
connection takes place, leading to the appearance of the OCC regions at both upper and lower boundaries.
Indeed, all the types (O, C, and D) of field lines are present in the neighborhood of the separator. More-
over, it evidently passes through a strong-current density region, which implies a locally enhanced resistive
slippage of plasma elements from the field lines that are approaching the separator. As a matter of fact,
this slippage ultimately leads to the global effect of the connectivity changes, which is one of the major
manifestations of the reconnection process.
To recover the structure of the present RF, we applied here a new technique for determining (quasi)-
separatrix surfaces that is based on the use of so-called bracketing field-line pairs (Titov et al. 2017). In the
present work, the latter are simply pairs of open/closed or open/disconnected field lines whose launching
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Bracketing field-line pairs (O-C, O-D)
at the present reconnection front:
separator
closed (C)
open (O)
disconnected (D), front side
disconnected (D), rear side
open field lines at the
past reconnection front
Figure 7. The field-line structure of the boundary of a reconnected open flux tube formed at time t1 by interchange
reconnection during the time interval [t0, t1]; its upper-boundary footprint coincides with the tongue-like OCC area
that joins to one of the two bulges of the helmet streamer. This boundary consists of the past and present reconnection
fronts, which are magnetic surfaces, whose field lines thread plasma elements passing through the reconnection site
at time t0 and t1, respectively. The reconnection site here is a neighborhood of the separator field line (red tube),
where all three types of closed, open, and disconnected field lines approach one another and reconnect due to a locally
enhanced parallel electric field proportional to the current density. The field-line structure of the present reconnection
front is recovered with the help of a technique based on the use of so-called bracketing field-line pairs (Titov et al.
2017).
footpoints are “maximally close” to each other—the corresponding θ or φ coordinates of the footpoints
differ from each other by no more than one in their last significant digits. We find that for a qualitative
analysis of the magnetic topology this method works perfectly well and, in combination with the slip-back
maps, shows a great heuristic power.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have developed a method for tracking topological changes of the field-line connectivity in evolving
magnetic configurations. The method is based on the computation of a so-called slip-back mapping by
using the time sequences of magnetic and velocity fields as input data. For each mesh point of the lower
and upper spherical boundaries and a given time interval [t0, t1], we compute the image of this point due to
the slip-back mapping. In turn, the latter is extended by tracing a field line from the image point to obtain
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the five-step mapping, which is composed of alternating three field-line mappings (at time t1, t0, and t1) and
two footpoint-advection mappings (one backward and the other forward in time). In this way, we associate
the mesh point with the sequence of three field lines, the first and third of which refer to the current time
t1, while the second to the past time t0. We represent each sequence by a code word composed of three
letters that designate the connectivity types of the field lines in the sequence: O (open), C (closed), and D
(disconnected). We assign also a color code to each of these code words and respective mesh point.
This provides us with a color-coded visualization of the connectivity changes that Lagrangian plasma
elements have undergone during the time interval [t0, t1] before reaching the mesh points at time t1. We
call this visualization the “slip-back map”, which is in essence a map of footprints of those reconnected
flux tubes whose field lines changed the type of their connectivity to the spherical boundaries in various
ways. The CCC, DDD, and OOO regions in our maps are the exception, since they effectively signify no
changes of the connectivity type. They appear as “trivial” cases in our classification, although this does not
necessarily exclude any reconnection in these regions, because this process might also occur between the
field lines that remain connected to the same boundaries.
In contrast, the reconnection processes that do lead to changes of the connectivity type are well identified
by the method, which reveals, in particular, for the lower boundary the following cases: ODO (opening up
of closed field lines), COD (closing down of open field lines), CCO, COO, ODD, and OOC (interchange
reconnection). Similarly, we obtain for the upper boundary: OCO (opening up of closed field lines by both
solar-wind advection and reconnection), DOC (closing down of open field lines), DDO, DOO, OCC, and
OOD (interchange reconnection).
To identify the counterpart or conjugate footprints of reconnected flux tubes, we also constructed and im-
plemented a dual analog of the five-step mapping. This is essentially the same five-step mapping, except that
the mesh point and its image are shifted in it for one step forward. Naively, one would think that the coun-
terpart footprints can be obtained in a much simpler way by using the field-line mapping of the footprints
already determined via the five-step mapping. However, this approach appears to be insufficiently accurate
near the part of the footprint boundary that corresponds to the reconnection front at time t1, which includes
(quasi-)separatrix surfaces with highly divergent field lines. Due to this divergence of the field lines, the
counterpart footprint obtained with this method significantly loses accuracy at this place, as compared to
what one obtains via the dual five-step mapping.
To facilitate interpretation of the slip-back maps, we have developed two different color palettes for their
color coding:
1. A “sharp palette” makes it easier to discriminate between neighboring regions that correspond to
different code words. It comes in two variants, one for the lower and one for the upper boundary,
so that logically equivalent regions are colored in the same colors of different hues. Then these
regions may easily be identified and distinguished from each other if they appear on the same map,
for example, due to the dual five-step mapping. The sharp palette is applied in Fig. 4.
2. An “interchange palette", as employed in Fig. 5, is intended to help quickly identify regions that
represent interchange reconnection. It comes also in two variants, one for the lower and one for the
upper boundary, for the same reason as for the sharp palette.
The present implementation of our method implies the detection of the connectivity changes via tracking
the footpoint displacements, which is unfortunately not always possible. However, we have demonstrated
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that the method admits an extension that is free of this limitation and that will allow one to analyze fairly
general MHD evolutions defined in terms of the time sequences of magnetic and velocity fields.
In spite of this limitation, we have successfully applied the present version of the method to an idealized
model of the solar corona driven by differential solar rotation. In particular, we have identified and classified
a number of reconnection events occurring in such a global configuration. For one of the prominent OCC
regions, we have analyzed the field-line structure of the corresponding reconnected flux system, including
the site where the interchange reconnection takes place. This reconnection site appears to be a generalized
separator field line that lies in the helmet streamer at the intersection of separatrix surfaces dividing the con-
figuration into closed, open, and disconnected flux systems. The considered example demonstrates great
heuristic power of the technique we developed, which can shed light on the different magnetic reconfigura-
tion processes occurring in the corona.
In particular, as the method has a natural capability to identify regions of interchange reconnection, we
anticipate that, in conjunction with MHDmodeling, it will be useful for the analysis of solar wind measure-
ments from the Solar Probe Plus and Solar Orbiter missions. We plan to make the proposed generalization
of our method and apply it for testing the hypothesis that highly variable solar wind originates at interchange
reconnection sites.
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